Abstract-Each field device contains a great deal of automation control information, which is used for different stages of software tools throughout a device's life cycle from the configuration towards operation, maintenance, and asset management. By analyzing functions and structure of software tools throughout a device's life cycle and using object-oriented technology for modeling, this paper establishes a field device integration model with structured organization of user interfaces, data, parameters, services, and events in order to provide understanding of features of field device integration and meet needs of achieving field device integration and device interoperability for software tools. The model can be converted into a corresponding field device description, so the paper presents methods that the field device integration model is applied to the current major device integration technologies in the end.
INTRODUCTION
There are a large number of intelligent devices with different types from different vendors in a typical FCS (Fieldbus Control System), which perform control, actuating and sensing, and interact with other entities in the control system. The intelligent devices contain a wealth of information, which are not only process information, but also non-process information such as device state information in operation, device manufacturing information, also provides the function of information processing, such as the function block algorithm for scheduling, and process interface processing, etc.. All this information and functions is heterogeneous and is distributed among the software tools throughout the device life cycle [1] . Software tools not only need to understand the features of parameters and functions of field devices, but also should provide the user interface for users on the host computer, and perform operation control for field devices, and communication with field devices to solve the multi-bus device integration issues.
Device model is used to specify the basic characteristics of the field device, which is a software proxy for physical devices. A standardization approach can be found in ISO 15745 [2] . Many scholars have studied the more detailed representation of the device model for specific use cases [3] [4] [5] , however, these models do not go into particulars on the characteristics of device integration. By analyzing the structure of software tools for device life cycle, mapping the three-layer features of software tools into the device model, and considering requirements of software development and running, this paper establishes a flexible, adaptable, and extensible field device integration model with the structured organization on the basis of these studies, which is the description of characteristics of field device integration and extends the device model. Section Ⅱ describes the whole life cycle for the field device and device integration. Section Ⅲ proposes a field device integration model and gives the formal description of the field device integration model. Section Ⅳ implements the field device integration model based on device integration technologies. Section Ⅴ draws a conclusion.
II. DEVICE LIFE CYCLE AND DEVICE INTEGRATION
A typical automatic control system can be divided into three-layer structure: production management layer, process control layer and field device layer. By using engineering software, maintenance software, monitoring software, and management software on the production management layer and control layer the whole life-cycle management for field devices can be obtained. Field device life cycle can be split into five stages: engineering design, installation and commissioning, operation, maintenance, asset management. Functions of the various stages for device life cycle are shown in Figure 1 . By accessing to specific information and functions of the field device, specific software tools can support for the device life-cycle. Software tools integrate various types of field devices and realize the unified management for all devices, and carry out interoperability between field devices from different vendors. Device integration is that the different tasks throughout the device life cycle can focus on accessing to field device information and call the device functions. Device integration can be achieved through mapping functions and structure of the field device into software tools (including various software tools on the production management layer and process control layer). Device integration is used to solve three basic issues: First, software tools on the host computer should master features of a field device and configure its input and output parameters; second, the unified management for all devices should be realized; third, interoperability between field devices should be realized. At present, there are several device integration technologies used for software tools, including: OPC (OLE for Process Control), EDD (Electronic Device Description) and FDT/DTM (Field Device Tool/Device Type Manager). OPC technology put emphases on data exchange at the vertical and horizontal direction on the process control layer. On the basis of fieldbus FDT and EDD technology implement information integration from the field device layer towards the process control layer and the production management at the vertical direction.
III. FIELD DEVICE INTEGRATION MODEL
The functionality of software tools throughout the field device life cycle generally can be split into three layers, including the application-relevant layer, device-relevant layer and communication-relevant layer. Among them, device-relevant layer is used in a description of characteristics and special features of field devices, which include: internal data management (such as communication parameters and application parameters), process interfaces, information processing (e.g. function blocks), persistent storage, input and output data exchange, and operating variables, etc.. The layer provides service for applicationrelevant layer and calls services of communication-relevant layer to access to field devices. Application-relevant layer deals with man-machine interaction, and displays parameters, and invokes the method to complete a specific function and show results of operations. Methods are used to realize specific functions, and operate parameters, and call the communication commands. Communicationrelevant layer presents bus mapping of parameters and communication protocols, and shows how parameters of the device are read and write, and solves communication problems between the host computer and field device.
By adopting UML (Unified Modeling Language) class paradigm to specify the basic elements of features of device integration, and integrating the three-layer functionality of software tools into device model, a field device integration model is established, and shown in Figure 2 . The field device integration model supports the development and operation phase of software tools, which consists of the following entities: user interface, parameter, event, function block, communication interface, communication service, application management, and process interface, etc. The user interface class is used to present man-machine interaction, which is implemented through a combination of standard controls and custom controls. These controls can be stored in the control library. The class may include algorithms for the handling of logic functions of the user interface, such as the diagnosis algorithm and calibration algorithm.
The device class is used to present basic parameters and functions of the device. The device identification information is a key feature of accessing to relevant device information, which provides serial number of the device, manufacturer tag, device tag and other attribute information. Method GetDeviceTag is required to identify a device.
The function block class is used to represent combination of parameters (Variable), algorithms, and events in a function block. Through the connections of events and data of function blocks the control function of the application system is achieved. Parameters include ones used for uploading and downloading, and ones in the document, and ones used for persistent storage. Parameter properties have tag, data type, transmission type, range, and dependencies between the parameters.
The application management class indicates basic functions used for the operating device, such as uploading and downloading of parameters, language settings, connections and scheduling of function blocks, etc., which provides services for the user interface and calls parameter configuration, communication service, process channel, etc.
The communication service class solves how a parameter is communicated. Communication information is separated from the parameter, so the bus mapping of the parameter is required to generated communication information. Addressing of a parameter in the device is different by fieldbus, for example, HART uses Command Number, while PROFIBUS uses Slot/Index. By passing the communication information to the communication interface and being assembled into the communication frame a parameter communication is implemented.
The communication interface class is used to represent addressing and fieldbus communication mechanisms provided for the handling of the device by fieldbus, which invoke the device driver to access to information of the field device. Common properties of fieldbus are defined for the device management.
The event class contains those ones raised by operating device, such as: upload event, download event, alarm event, and error event. The event is triggered by the message. For example, when the variable value is out of the range an alarm event is triggered.
The process interface class is used to represent interface mechanisms for the connection of devices to terminals (sensors, actuators). The interface includes some process channels, which define the properties of the process value. Properties of the process channel have the name, unit, type, and orders, etc., for example, the type property may be analog or digital. The process channel can be connected to one or more transducer blocks of the device. The process interface can be triggered to call the communication service reading and writing the process value by events and intervals.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FIELD DEVICE INTEGRATION MODEL
EDD, FDT/DTM, and OPC are basis of integration of field devices for software tools, and are used to describe the devices in different ways, which can be represented by the use of the field device integration model. Through implementing the field device integration model software tools can attain the purpose of device integration.
A. EDD
EDD is based on text standards. Most of entities in the field device integration model can be described by using basic text elements of EDDL (Electronic Device Description language), only the communication interface is provided by software tools. MENU and EDITDISPLAY element of EDDL can be used to describe user interfaces, and COMMAND and RESPONSE element can be used to achieve communication tasks, and BLOCK, VARIABLE, and METHOD element can be used to specify parameters and functions of the field device. 
B. FDT/DTM
DTM is the core of FDT/DTM technology, which uses software components to specify field devices. The structure of a device DTM is involved in the required entities in threelayer structure of the proposed model, as shown in Figure 3 . The DTM UIs represent user interfaces, which are archived by the use of ActiveX controls. The parameters in the DTM object include the device identification, configuration parameters, and process values, etc., which are stored in a parameter storage area. The functions in the DTM object represent uploading and downloading of parameters, acquisition of the process channel and communication channel, etc.. The communication service module is used to create communication requests with the XML format for connection or read/write data in terms of device parameters and functions, and send them to the communication DTM which provides communication interface to access to the field device for the device DTM. In addition to parts of the field device integration model, there are basic DTM interfaces in the DTM structure which implement the interactions between the DTM and FDT framework. The field device integration model constitutes the core of DTM, which is developed by using software components.
C. OPC UA(OPC Unified Architecture)+FDT
The field device integration model can be converted into corresponding information presented in the address space of OPC UA server so that OPC UA clients can access to it. As the OPC UA client implements the user interface, the address space just presents the device layer and communication layer of the field device integration model, the description method can be found in [6] .
Combination of FDT and OPC UA will support a wider range of device integration [7] [8] . To access to data in DTM for OPC UA clients, merging the elements of DTM into OPC UA address space should be required, that is, the field device integration model is specified in the address space. The device type definitions and device instance definitions are used to create the OPC UA address space, which are generated by using the device information provided by the DTM [8] . The device type definitions contain device object type and data type. The device instance definitions contain device objects, parameters and default values, process channels and their parameters, and the communication channels and their parameters.
Depending on the device type information, the device instance information can be generated. The object type is used to create an instance of an object. The process channel object is a child object of the device object, while the device object is a child object of the communication channel object. The address space can be modeled after determining the network topology of the FDT and establishing the relations between the communication channel objects and the device objects. Figure 4 shows an example of the address space model, which contains a HART device DTM and a HART Communication DTM, where a standard UA notation is used [9] .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a field device integration model, which aims to provide a common understanding of the field device integration features by means of a structured organization of user interfaces, services, data, parameters, and events to ensure the integration of field devices and interoperability between field devices and meet development needs of software tools throughout the device life cycle.
UML is used to explain field device integration features, as can make full use of the data encapsulation and generalization levels, and can easily add features of the field device integration for expanding the definition. This model can be easily applied to the current major device integration technologies, modeling software tools based on the device integration technology, and improving development efficiency. The next stage of research is to implement the device integration model of supporting for OPC UA + FDT + EDD in order to achieve wider integration.
